PITT SIGHTINGS

I joined the Brady Urological Institute at Johns Hopkins recently and in just two months ran into three other Pitt med classmates: Yvette Kasamon (MD '99), an attending in medical oncology; Devin Sanders (MD '99), attending in pediatric anesthesia and critical care; and Ken Gage, a resident in radiology after a long stint in the lab finishing his MD/PhD at Pitt in 2007. Who knows how many more of us are here?

Stephen Schatz (MD '99)
Baltimore, Md.

RECENT MAGAZINE HONORS

IABC Pittsburgh Golden Triangle Award of Excellence, Magazines

IABC Award of Excellence, Feature Writing (J. Miksch, “The Investigator’s Path”)

IABC Award of Honor, Publication Design (E. Cerri)

Pittsburgh Black Media Federation Robert L. Vann Media Award Magazine Features, Third Place (C. Zinchini, “Twins”)
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FRIEND US

OMG, the SOM is on FB!
Check out the School of Medicine’s new Facebook page for the scoop—news headlines, reunion updates, videos, and photos, including this pic from Match Day 2010. The about-to-be MD jumps for joy moments before presenting with acute 😄.

http://www.pittmedfb.pitt.edu